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Deepaman Prabhakar
WEPA is a big family, where everyone is welcome. I am proud to be part of this family and glad that I can
contribute my skills to this wonderful academy.
With almost 20 years of accounting practice experience and working in different environment with a wide
ranging of financial matters to be concerned about, being involved in the Academy council brings in a different
type of air.
I am always a keen learner and looking to make fresh starts that can find its mass through my own vision. This I
achieved by leading myself into leading an accounting practice and then owning one myself. Finding that this
was not sufficient, I decided I needed to work with a different demographic to see a broader view of life and
make a difference to the new generation. Now, what better way than getting involved in this Academy
Council.
Since coming on board in Sept 2013 and taking the position of chair in Sept 2014, I have had no regrets as I see
this council growing in strengths. Our pupil ratings are steadily progressing, greater curriculum activities
offered, healthier food options delivered, parent council set up and of course, stronger governance with a
strong leader at the forefront, our Head Teacher Ms Surjeet Johra.
I am proud that this Academy is also led by an equally calibrated committee with a high level of enthusiasm.
We have a wide ranging skill set within our committee that brings in strong leadership skills with business
acumen, financial experience that can lead this Academy to greater heights. We are now moving into ensuring
financials of the Academy are managed effectively and with my financial experience, I am able to lead and
recommend means of managing government funds with strong governance.
We want our new generation to not replicate what we have done but be more inspired to do better and
remain a true heart of Hayes.

